
Paige Powell Music Blog for February 12, 2020:

The Story Behind the Song, 
“Love Never Gets Old”

Yes, I was in love, and this song was my "love 
letter" to a man who did not feel the same way 
towards me. But the happy news is that although it 
was a one-sided love that did not work (I have 
since learned to wait and make sure I'm not the 
only one in love), the song remains and its mes-
sage is timeless. As a matter of fact, much of the 
song is about time, and it's included in my CD 
"Time's Up—Your Move" with the concept of time 
as a major theme. "Life is made of time... love, and 
give it away"  is what I sing in the bridge of the 
song. The third verse is in Spanish: 

"Necesitamos dar las horas hoy (We need to give the time now)

Bastante minutos por amor (Enough—plenty—of minutes for love)

De sus segundos como arenas del tiempo

(Give your seconds like the sands of time)

La vida se hace del tiempo a amor (Life is made of time to love)"

The Spanish verse goes well with the Spanish Flamenco-style strumming on the 
acoustic guitar. In addition, the saxophone on the recording, played beautifully by 
Steve Wolfe, adds to the Hispanic flavor of this happy song. 

I hope you dance to "Love Never Gets Old" when you listen to it, especially if you 
have no romance in your life, like me. Being single is both a blessing and a curse (quot-
ed from the television show, "Monk"). The blessing is that everything in my refrigerator 
is mine (I don't have to share) and I have a lot of flexibility in how I spend my time. As I 
sing in the beginning of this song, "Time is very precious"! 


